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Abstract— In this paper, an approach is proposed to verify
communication protocol using the type theoretical proof assistant
Coq. Compared with existing methods of protocol verification,
this approach is based directly on the simple notion of event
trace. Without the burden of embedding external concurrent
languages such as process algebra, finite state machine, temporal
logic, etc., this approach leads to very efficient reasoning. The
approach is deliberately designed to exploit the computational
mechanism intrinsic to type theory so that many cases can be
proved automatically by computation.
Because of these advantages, even non-trivial protocols can be
verified within reasonable cost.
This paper shows that both safeness and liveness can be
formalized and verified using only finite event traces. A simplified
version of the sliding window protocol is used to illustrate the
approach. All the results presented in this paper have been
mechanically checked in Coq. The relevant Coq scripts are
accessible through Internet.
Keywords: Protocol Engineering, Protocol Verification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Protocol verification can roughly be divided into two categories: Model Checking [1], [2], [3] and Theorem Proving
[4], [5], [6], [7]. This paper belongs to the latter category.
Mechanical support is crucial for the theorem proving approach to scale up. However, ‘which language to use’ remains
an open question. A lot of formalisms have been proposed,
Process Algebra [8], [9], I/O Automata [10], Temporal Logic
[11], [12], Statechart [13] being just a few. One problem with
these formalisms is that most of them leave the definition and
reasoning of data types to the ‘underlying mathematics’. The
consequence is that when developing mechanical support for
these languages, two languages have to be dealt with – the
language for protocol specification (protocol language) and the
language for the ‘underlying mathematics’ (mathematics language). How to merge these two languages into one integrated
language is not yet clear.
As a practical consequence of this problem, theorem proving based protocol verification usually begins with language
embedding. The disadvantage of language embedding is that a
lot of theorem proving resources are spent on the management
of language being embedded, rather than on the verification of

the protocol itself. This problem may be alleviated by using
‘shallow embedding’.
In this paper, we go a step further – there is no embedding
at all. Communication protocol is specified and verified using
only standard mathematical notations. Since most general purpose proof assistant systems are initially developed to support
mathematics, this approach is likely to be better supported.
The basic ideas of our approach are:
1) The semantics of concurrent systems is modelled as set
of event traces. The main difference from Focus is that
we deal with finite traces only. Such a simpler notion of
trace leads to efficient reasoning. It is shown that both
safeness and liveness properties can be modelled using
finite traces only.
2) Only standard mathematical language is used. In stead
of using an embedded language such as Process Algebra,
I/O Automata, Statechart or Temporal Logic, this paper
uses the language of Coq [14], [15], [16], which is
the language of constructive mathematics. Without the
burden of language embedding, the theorem proving resources of Coq can be focused directly on the concurrent
system under investigation. Such a kind of ‘focus’ results
in efficient reasoning as well.
Another novelty of our work is that the approach of ‘specification by observation’ is used, where system properties
are expressed as properties of observation functions, which
are list processing functions defined using the computational
mechanism intrinsic to type theory. Such a design is deliberate
to exploit the computational mechanism of type theory so that
many cases can be proved automatically by computation.
Because of these advantages, highly efficient reasoning is
achieved, so that even non-trivial communication protocols can
be treated with reasonable cost. A simplified sliding window
protocol is chosen as an example to illustrate the ideas.
Since sliding window protocol usually serves as a benchmark
example in protocol verification, the choice makes it easier to
compare our approach with others.
The particular version of sliding window protocol, although
simplified, is still an infinite state system, which lies beyond

the reach of ordinary model checking. The formal verification
of this protocol shows the potential of our approach. It is
shown that both safeness and liveness can be treated using
our approach.
The relevant Coq scripts for this paper can be found at:
http://www.dur.ac.uk/xingyuan.zhang/sw/concCoq.zip.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II shows how a concurrent system can be modelled as an
inductively defined set of event traces. Section III describes
the architecture of sliding window protocol and the set of
events needed to specify it. Section IV specifies the desired
behavior of the protocol. In Section V, additional observation
functions required to implement the sliding window protocol
are defined. Section VI presents the sliding window protocol
as a concurrent system SW. Section VII gives the proof of
safeness. A detailed explanation of the proof of Lemma 7.4
shows how the computational mechanism is used in proof
construction. Section VIII gives the proof of liveness. Section
IX summarizes related works and gives some discussions.
Section X is the conclusion. Auxiliary definitions used in this
paper can be found in Appendix A. Some preliminary lemmas
are given in Appendix B.
A. Conventions
Because type theory is proposed to formalize constructive
mathematics, we are able to present the work in standard
mathematical notation. All these standard formlæ have precise
meaning in type theory and this enables the results in this paper
to be checked mechanically by Coq.
Type theory has a notion of computation, which is used as an
def
definition mechanism, where the equation a =⇒ b represents
a ‘computational rule’ used to expand the definition of a to b.
The equality symbol ‘=’ used in this paper is the Leibniz
def

equality in type theory. Let a =⇒∗ b means ‘a computes to
def

b’, we have: (a =⇒∗ b) ⇒ (a = b) but not vise versa.
Free variables in formulae are assumed to be universally
quantified, for example, n1 + n2 = n2 + n1 is an abbreviation
of ∀ n1 , n2 . n1 + n2 = n2 + n1 .
A concurrent system on event set Evt is written as CS(Evt)
and defined as a relation between event trace and event:
CS(Evt) =⇒ [[Evt]] → Evt → Prop

Fig. 1.

VT(cs, tr) cs(tr, e)
vt cons
VT(cs, e  tr)
Definition of VT

a concurrent system cs starts with empty trace, at each step of
execution, if cs(tr, e) is true for some event e, then e could
be the next event to happen, in which case it is added to the
head of the current trace tr. Instead of defining the state of a
concurrent system as a value assignment for a certain set of
variables, we represent the state of a concurrent system as a
finite trace of events. Therefore, the state of the system changes
with the occurrence of events. The system is concurrent in the
sense that the choice between several possible valid events is
nondeterministic.
Such a notion of execution is reflected in the definition of
the relation VT(cs, tr) in Figure 1, where VT(cs, tr) means
the trace tr is a valid trace of the concurrent system cs. The
rule vt nil defines the empty trace (written as hi) to be a valid
trace; and the rule vt cons says: if tr is a valid trace, and e is
a valid event to happen under tr, then e  tr (the list obtained
by adding e to the head of tr) is a valid trace.
In this way, the behavior of a concurrent system can be
represented as an inductively defined set of event traces. Most
of the lemmas verified in this paper have the form:
∀ tr . VT(cs, tr) ⇒ P (tr)

(1)

where the event set Evt is represented as a type in type theory,
event trace is represented as list of events: [[Evt]] 1 . Prop is
the type of propositions in type theory. For concurrent system
cs : CS(Evt), event trace tr : [[Evt]] and event e : Evt, the
expression
cs(tr, e)
means: in concurrent system cs, e is a valid event to happen
under the state defined by the event trace tr. The execution of
1 [[Evt]] is the type of lists consisting of elements from type Evt. List
operations can be found in Appendix A.2.

(2)

where cs is the concurrent system under investigation, P is the
property we are interested in. Since Coq has comprehensive
support for structural induction, by induction on the formation
of VT(cs, tr), P can be proved conveniently. Proofs of this
kind often consist of a large number of cases. A particular
appealing aspect of our approach is that many of them can be
discharged automatically by the computational mechanism of
type theory, so that people can concentrate more on interesting
cases.
The composition of two concurrent systems cs1 , cs2 :
CS(Evt) is now simply defined as:
def

cs1 k cs2 =⇒ λ tr, e. cs1 (tr, e) ∨ cs2 (tr, e)

II. C ONCURRENT SYSTEM

def

VT(cs, hi)

vt nil

(3)

III. S YSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Sliding window protocol is a communication protocol which
provides reliable connection between two network nodes
linked with an unreliable communication channel. It is required that all messages sent at one node will eventually be
delivered at the other node in the same order as they were
sent. The architecture of the sliding window protocol is given
in Figure 2. The set of events determined by this architecture
is given in Figure 3, where M is the type of messages, which
is not defined explicitly in this paper.
In Figure 2, the the sliding window protocol is modelled
by four event-generating entities, namely: Supplier, Sender,
Channel and Receiver. Each class of events is represented as
an arrow, from the entity which generates it, to the entity being
affected. For example, the event B[m] (generated by Supplier)

>(ch)

Supplier

B[m]

ct!f m
Sender

ct?f m
Channel

cf?f m

Fig. 2.

Receiver

[m]B

cf!f m

The architecture of the sliding window protocol

Evt formation
Evt : Set
m:M
m:M
ch : Chan f m : Frm
msg in
msg out
send
B[m] : Evt
[m]B : Evt
ch!f m : Evt
ch : Chan f m : Frm
ch : Chan
receive
lost
ch?f m : Evt
>(ch) : Evt
Fig. 3.

Definition of Evt

represents the creation of a message m to be transferred by
the sliding window protocol. The event [m]B (generated by
Receiver) represents the delivery of message m to the outside
world. There are two communication channels, ct is the one
from Sender to Receiver and cf is the one from Receiver to
Sender. The name of channels are defined in Figure 4 as the
inductive type Chan.
For any channel ch, the sending of frame f m over ch is
represented by the event ch!f m, the receiving of frame f m
from ch is represented by the event ch?f m. The type of frames
Frm is defined in Figure 5, where the frame data(n, m)
is used by Sender to wrap the message m before sending it
over ct and n is a sequence number managed by Sender. The
frame ack(n) is used by Receiver to send acknowledging
information back to Sender and n is the sequence number of
the message being acknowledged.
Interferences may happen to communication channels, the
effect of which is to destroy frames under transmission. The
occurrence of a single interference to channel ch is represented
by the event >(ch).
IV. S PECIFICATION BY OBSERVATION
Suppose the sliding window protocol is implemented as
a concurrent system SW. Then the desired behavior of SW
is expressed as properties of event traces generated by SW
according to the inductive definition of VT given in Figure 1.
Properties of event traces are described in terms of observation
functions, which are simply list processing functions. For
example, the list of all messages created by Supplier is defined
by the observation function msgs in:

def

msgs in(B[m]  tr) =⇒ msgs in(tr) u m


def
(4)
msgs in(  tr) =⇒ msgs in(tr)



def
msgs in(hi) =⇒ hi

def

where, the equation msgs in(B[m]  tr) =⇒ msgs in(tr) u
m says: when an event B[m] happens, the message it carries
is appended to the end of the resulting list (u is defined in
def
(32)), and the equation msgs in(  tr) =⇒ msgs in(tr)
says: when any other kind of event happens, the resulting list
remains unchanged, where ‘all the other events’ are written
makes msgs in resilient to
as . Notice that the use of
the extension of Evt because there is no need to change the
definition when new events are added to Evt. And finally, the
def
equation msgs in(hi) =⇒ hi says: the resulting list is initially
empty.
Similarly, the list of messages delivered by the the sliding window protocol is defined by the observation function
msgs out:

def

msgs out([m] B  tr) =⇒ msgs out(tr) u m


def
(5)
msgs out(  tr) =⇒ msgs out(tr)



def
msgs out(hi) =⇒ hi
With these two functions, the desired behavior of SW can
be expressed by the following two lemmas:
Lemma 4.1 (Safeness):

∀tr . VT(SW, tr) ⇒
∃l. msgs in(tr) = msgs out(tr)b l (6)
which says: the list of messages delivered at the Receiver is a
prefix of the messages injected into the system at the Sender.
Lemma 4.2 (Liveness):
∀tr . VT(SW, tr) ⇒
∃tr0 . VT(SW, tr 0 btr) ∧
msgs in(tr) = msgs out(tr 0 btr) (7)
which says: all the messages injected into the system at
the Sender will eventually be delivered at the Receiver. The
expression VT(SW, tr 0 btr) means tr 0 btr is a valid extension

Chan : Set

Chan formation

ct : Chan

Fig. 4.

Frm : Set

cf : Chan

m:M

n : Nat

data

data(n, m) : Frm
Fig. 5.

ack

ack(n) : Frm

Definition of Frm

of tr. Lemma 4.2 guarantees that there is always a valid
extension (or future) for any valid trace tr, when the messages
delivered at the Receiver equals the messages injected at
the Sender at the moment denoted by tr. If the scheduling
mechanism is fair to all possible futures, the phenomena
described by Lemma 4.2 is guaranteed to happen.
Notice that both Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 are in the
general pattern described in (2), as most of the lemmas in this
paper.
V. M ORE OBSERVATION FUNCTIONS
For the construction of SW, additional observation functions
are required. The function msg no rcvd computes the list of
sequence numbers from data frames data(n, m) observable
by the Receiver:

def

msg no rcvd(ct? data(n, m)  tr) =⇒






n  msg no rcvd(tr)


def
msg no rcvd(  tr) =⇒




msg no rcvd(tr)




def

msg no rcvd(hi) =⇒ hi
(8)
The function msgs rcvd computes a finite mapping from
sequence numbers to messages from data frames data(n, m)
observable by the Receiver (the definition of ‘finite mapping’
is given in Appendix A.3):

def

msgs rcvd(ct? data(n, m)  tr) =⇒





msgs rcvd(tr) [m n ]
def


msgs rcvd(  tr) =⇒ msgs rcvd(tr)




def
msgs rcvd(hi) =⇒ 
(9)
The definition of msgs rcvd(tr) [m n ] can be found in (38).
The function msg no acked computes the list of acknowledged sequence numbers from the acknowledging frames
ack(n) observable by the Sender:

def

msg no acked(cf? ack(n)  tr) =⇒






n  msg no acked(tr)
def


msg no acked(  tr) =⇒ msg no acked(tr)





def
msg no acked(hi) =⇒ hi

chan from

Definition of Chan

n : Nat

Frm formation

chan to

(10)

Supplier(tr, B[m])
Fig. 6.

sp in

Definition of Supplier

The function queue(ch, tr) computes the list of frames observable by communication channel ch, waiting to be transmitted
to their destination:

def

queue(ch, ch!f m  tr) =⇒






queue(ch, tr) u f m if ch = ch





def


queue(ch, ch?f m  tr) =⇒ f ms


if ch = ch ∧ queue(ch, tr) = f m  f ms



def


queue(ch, >(ch)  tr) =⇒ f ms






if ch = ch ∧ queue(ch, tr) = f m  f ms





def
queue(ch,
 tr)
=⇒ queue(ch, tr)
(11)
where, when a frame f m is sent to a channel ch (represented
by the event ch!f m), if ch = ch, the frame f m is appended
to the end of the resulting list. When a frame is delivered to
destination (represented by the event ch?f m), if ch = ch and
the current value of the resulting list is f m  f ms, the new
value of the resulting list becomes f ms. When an interference
happens (represented by the event >(ch)), if ch = ch and the
current value of the resulting list is f m  f ms, the new value
of the resulting list becomes f ms. For all other cases, the
resulting list remains unchanged.
VI. T HE CONSTRUCTION OF SW
The sliding window protocol SW can now be defined as the
composition of four concurrent sub-systems, each corresponding to an entity in Figure 2:
def

SW =⇒ Supplier k Sender k Channel k Receiver
The definition of Supplier is given in Figure 6. There is
only one rule for Supplier, which says: Supplier is allowed to
inject message into the system at any time.
The definition of Sender is given in Figure 7, where
the operation maxn(. . .) is defined in (41) and the operation . . . [. . .] is defined in (35). The rule sd send says:
any message injected into the system which has not yet
been acknowledged may be sent over the channel ct. The
premise maxn(msg no acked(tr)) = acked means that there
is a number ,acked, representing the maximum number acknowledged at the moment tr. For any sequence numbers

maxn(msg no acked(tr)) = acked

acked < n

msgs in(tr)[n] = m

sd send

Sender(tr, ct! data(n, m) )
mcat(msg no acked(tr)) = ⊥

msgs in(tr)[n] = m

sd send init

Sender(tr, ct! data(n, m) )
Fig. 7.

Definition of Sender

n (acked < n), if the message for n has been injected into
the system (specified by the premise msgs in(tr)[n] = m),
then, that massage m is allowed to be sent over ct after being
encapsuled in data(n, m) . The rule sd send init says, if
there is no acknowledgement received at all (specified by the
premise mcat(msg no rcvd(tr)) = ⊥), then, any message
injected into the system is allowed to be sent over the the
channel ct.
When defining an entity, the observation functions used
must be observable by that entity. For example, the two
observation functions msg no acked and msgs in in Figure
7 are all observable by the Sender.
The definition of Receiver is given in Figure 8, where the
operation |. . .| is defined in (33) and the operation mcat(. . .)
is defined in (42). The rule rv out says: messages stored
in the finite map msgs rcvd(tr) is allowed to be delivered sequentially. The observation function |msgs out(tr)|
records the number of messages delivered at the moment
denoted by tr, therefore, the next message to deliver must
have |msgs out(tr)| as its sequence number. If this message is available in msgs rcvd(tr) (specified by the premise
(msgs rcvd(tr))(|msgs out(tr)|) = m), then the message can
be delivered by [m]B. The rule rv ack concerns the acknowledging frame ack(rcvd) . As indicated by the premise
mcat(msg no rcvd(tr)) = rcvd
rcvd is the largest continuous number of the list of sequence
numbers which have arrived at the Receiver.
The definition of Channel is given in Figure 9, where the
rule ch out specifies that: if the list of frames waiting to be
delivered in channel ch is not empty, then the first frame in that
list is delivered to its destination. The rule ch lost specifies
that: when the list of frames waiting to be delivered in channel
ch is not empty, interference may happen to ch.
VII. P ROOF OF SAFENESS
The proof of the Safeness (Lemma 4.1) consists of a series
of lemmas. The following lemma shows that: all frames
contained in channel ct are of the form data(n, m) .
Lemma 7.1:
VT(SW, tr) ⇒
f m ∈ queue(ct, tr) ⇒ ∃ n, m . f m = data(n, m) (12)
The following lemma shows that all frames contained in
channel cf are of the form ack(n) .

Lemma 7.2:
VT(SW, tr) ⇒
f m ∈ queue(cf, tr) ⇒ ∃ n . f m = ack(n)

(13)

The following lemma shows that when the frame data(n, m)
is in channel ct, the condition msgs in(tr)[n] = m must hold.
Lemma 7.3:
VT(SW, tr) ⇒
data(n, m) ∈ queue(ct, tr) ⇒
msgs in(tr)[n] = m (14)
The following lemma shows that for all pairs (n, m) in
msgs rcvd(tr), the condition msgs in(tr)[n] = m holds.
Lemma 7.4:
VT(SW, tr) ⇒
msgs rcvd(tr)(n) = m ⇒
msgs in(tr)[n] = m (15)
A lot of proof cases in this paper are discharged automatically by the computational mechanism of type theory, but
space does not allow us to explain each of them. To illustrate,
we shall explain the use of computation through the proof of
Lemma 7.4.
The proof is by induction on the structure of the
VT(SW, tr). After expanding the definition of SW, there is
one case for each rule in Figures 6 – 9. Since Lemma 7.4
concerns only msgs rcvd and msgs in, the values of which are
only affected by the occurrence of ct? data(n, m) and B[m],
all those rules which do not generate these two events have no
effect on the truth of Lemma 7.4. For these ‘irrelevant rules’,
the goal can be proved automatically by the computational
mechanism of Coq, because, after expanding the definition of
msgs rcvd and msgs in, the goal is exactly the same as the
induction hypothesis.
Only two nontrivial cases are left, the one for sp in and the
one for ch out. For sp in, since the occurrence of B[m] has
no effect on msgs rcvd, only msgs in gets extended at the end,
the goal can be proved easily from the induction hypothesis.
For ch out, when ch = cf, the occurrence of ch?f m has
no effect on either msgs rcvd or msgs in, the goal can be
proved directly from the induction hypothesis. When ch = ct,
according to Lemma 7.1, we have f m = data(n, m) . From
this, Lemma 7.3 and the induction hypothesis, the goal can be
proved. This ends the proof of Lemma 7.4.

(msgs rcvd(tr))(|msgs out(tr)|) = m
rv out
Receiver(tr, [m]B)
Fig. 8.

rv ack

Receiver(tr, cf! ack(rcvd) )

Definition of Receiver

queue(ch, tr) = f m  f ms
ch out
Channel(tr, ch?f m)
Fig. 9.

mcat(msg no rcvd(tr)) = rcvd

queue(ch, tr) 6= hi
ch lost
Channel(tr, >(ch))

Definition of Channel

The following lemma shows that: if m is the n-th element
of msgs out(tr), (n, m) must be contained in msgs rcvd(tr).
Lemma 7.5:

number |msgs out(tr)| (the definition of |. . .| is in (33)). The
proof is to find where this message resides and to show that
this message will eventually be delivered by the Receiver.
Depending on the value of mcat(msg no rcvd(tr)), there
are two cases:

VT(SW, tr) ⇒
msgs out(tr)[n] = m ⇒
msgs rcvd(tr)(n) = m (16)
Combining Lemma 7.5 and Lemma 7.4, it can be proved that:
Lemma 7.6:

1) When mcat(msg no rcvd(tr))
Lemma 1.4, we have:

=

rcvd,

from

|msgs out(tr)| ≤ rcvd + 1

VT(SW, tr) ⇒
msgs out(tr)[n] = m ⇒
msgs in(tr)[n] = m (17)
which says: the n-th elements of msgs out(tr) is also the n-th
elements of msgs in(tr).
The following lemma shows that: if for any n, the n-th
element of l1 is also the n-th element of l2 , then l1 is a prefix
of l2 .
Lemma 7.7:
(∀ n, a. l1 [n] = a ⇒ l2 [n] = a) ⇒ ∃ l . l2 = l1 b l (18)
By applying Lemma 7.7 to Lemma 7.6, Lemma 4.1 can be
proved.

Depending on the value of |msgs out(tr)|, there are two
sub-cases:
a) When |msgs out(tr)| = rcvd + 1, from this and
the premise
msgs in(tr) = msgs out(tr)b (m  l)

(19)

it can be deduced that:

VIII. P ROOF OF LIVENESS

msgs in(tr)[rcvd + 1] = m

Instead of proving Liveness (Lemma 4.2) directly, we first
prove Lemma 8.1, which says: if the messages delivered by the
Receiver is less than the messages injected into the Sender at
least by m (expressed as msgs in(tr) = msgs out(tr)b (m 
l)), then there is a valid extension of tr which delivers the message m (expressed as msgs out(tr 0 b tr) = msgs out(tr) u
m). Lemma 4.2 can be proved easily by repeated application
of Lemma 8.1.
Lemma 8.1 (One step liveness):

The next message to be delivered must have
sequence number rcvd + 1 and this message
has not arrived at the Receiver yet. We first
search this message in queue(ct, tr). According to
Lemma 1.1, there could be two cases:

VT(SW, tr) ⇒
msgs in(tr) = msgs out(tr)b (m  l) ⇒
∃ tr0 . (VT(SW, tr 0 b tr) ∧
msgs out(tr 0 b tr) = msgs out(tr) u m)
Several preliminary lemmas are needed to prove this lemma.
These lemmas are explained in Appendix B.
The proof of Lemma 8.1 is: It is important to notice that:
since |msgs out(tr)| is the number of messages delivered at
the moment tr, the next message to deliver must have the

(20)

i) When
(∃ hd :[[F rm]], m : M, tl : [[F rm]].
queue(ct, tr) =
(hd u data(rcvd + 1, m) )b tl ∧
(∀f m. f m ∈ hd ⇒
f m 6= data(rcvd + 1, m) ))
which means the message is in queue(ct, tr).

By applying Lemma 1.2 to this, we have:
∃ tr , nl .
VT(SW, trb tr) ∧
queue(ct, trb tr) =
data(rcvd + 1, m)  tl ∧
msg no rcvd(trb tr) =
nl  msg no rcvd(tr) ∧
¬(rcvd + 1 ∈ nl) ∧

(21a)
(21b)
(21c)
(21d)

msgs out(trb tr) = msgs out(tr) ∧
(21e)
msgs in(trb tr) = msgs in(tr)

(21f)

By assigning [m]B  ct? data(rcvd + 1, m)  tr
to tr0 , the goal can be proved as the following:
The execution of tr moves data(rcvd + 1, m)
to the head of ct so that the event
ct? data(rcvd + 1, m) can be generated by
using the rule ch out. Since rv out is waiting
for the message numbered rcvd + 1 in order to
deliver the next message, the event [m]B can
now be generated by rv out. From (21e), it
can be deduced that:
msgs out(([m] B  ct? data(rcvd + 1, m)  tr)b tr)
= msgs out(tr) u m

(22)
From (19), (21f) and (22), it can be proved
that m = m. From this, the specialized goal:
msgs out(([m] B  ct? data(rcvd + 1, m)  tr)b tr)
= msgs out(tr) u m

∃ m . msgs rcvd(tr)(|msgs out(tr)|) = m (25)
which makes the rule rv out applicable. The goal
can be proved easily.
2) When mcat(msg no rcvd(tr)) = ⊥, which means there
is no largest continuous sequence number in all the
frames observed by the Receiver. Therefore, it can be
deduced that the message with sequence number 0 has
not been observed by the Receiver. From Lemma 1.4,
it can be deduced that |msgs out(tr)| = 0. Therefore,
a frame data(0, m) must arrive for the Receiver to
deliver the next message.
a) When data(0, m) is already in ct, a similar
argument to Case 1(a)i can be used to prove the
goal.
b) When data(0, m) is not in ct. By applying
Lemma 1.3 to the fact that
mcat(msg no rcvd(tr)) = ⊥
it can be deduced that:
(26)

By a similar argument to (20), we have:
∃ m . msgs in(tr)[0] = m

(∀f m. f m ∈ queue(ct, tr) ⇒
(23)

which means the message is not in ct.
We are going to show that the event
ct! data(rcvd + 1, m) will eventually happen,
which sends the message numbered rcvd + 1
over channel ct. Therefore, by the same argument as Case 1(a)i, the goal can be proved.
The rules capable of generating this event are
sd send and sd send init. Depending on the
value of maxn(msg no acked(tr)), there are
two sub-cases:
A) When maxn(msg no acked(tr)) = ackd,
from Lemma 1.3, it can be derived that
ackd ≤ rcvd. Therefore, we have
ackd < rcvd + 1

b) When |msgs out(tr)| ≤ rcvd, since rcvd is the
largest continuous sequence number observed by
the Receiver, all messages less or equal to rcvd
have already received by the Receiver. Therefore,
we have:

maxn(msg no acked(tr)) = ⊥

can be proved from (22).
ii) When

(∀ m . f m 6= data(rcvd + 1, m) ))

Now, the event ct! data(rcvd + 1, m) can
be generated by applying sd send to (24)
and (20).
B) When maxn(msg no acked(tr)) = ⊥, by
applying sd send init to this and (20), the
event ct! data(rcvd + 1, m) is generated.

(24)

(27)

By applying sd send init to (26) and (27), the
event ct! data(0, m) is generated. After the occurrence of this event, a similar argument to Case
1(a)i can be used to prove the goal.
This ends the proof of Lemma 8.1.
IX. R ELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
Similar approach has been used by Paulson to verify security protocols [17], [18]. Our work differs from Paulson’s in
the following sense:
• In section II, a formal notion of concurrent systems
and their parallel composition is proposed, which is not
present in Paulson’s work. We believe, this makes the
conception much more clearer.
• While Paulson’s approach mainly deals security protocols, our approach is proposed as a general approach for
protocol verification. To serve this purpose, a method to

specify and treat liveness is proposed in this paper, which
is absent in Paulson’s work as well.
As summarized in [19], a lot of experiments have been
carried out in Focus, which, similar to our approach, is based
on event traces and standard mathematics notation as well.
However, the Focus allows infinite event traces, which is
treated using denotational approach. The work in this paper
shows that: the additional complexity of infinite traces is not
strictly necessary.
In [20], Yodaiken proposed using basic mathematical languages directly. Our approach is much of the same spirit as
theirs, but with more stress on mechanical support. Additionally, the notion of ‘Specification by Observation’ in this paper
is absent in [20].
Gimenez [21] verified Alternate Bit Protocol using Coq
co-inductive type, Bezem and Groote [22] verified the same
protocol using an axiomatic approach. Both these two work
are done using Coq, and both are using language embedding
of process algebras. Therefore, despite the fact that we are
using the same proof assistant as theirs, our approach is quite
different from theirs.

2) List: In the type theory of Coq, data types used in
concrete reasoning usually reside in the universe Set. So, the
assertion ‘A is a data types’ is written as A : Set.
For any data types type A : Set, another data types [[A]] is
defined for the lists made of elements from A:
A : Set
nil value
hi : [[A]]
(30)
A : Set a : A l : [[A]]
cons value
a  l : [[A]]

X. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a approach of protocol verification in
type theoretical proof assistant Coq. We believe that this approach is applicable to other type theory based proof assistants
as well. A simplified version of sliding window protocol is
used as an illustrating example. It shows that both safeness
and liveness can be formalized and reasoned about by using
only finite traces. Such a simplified notion of trace leads to
efficient reasoning, so that the overall verification of a nontrivial protocol can be carried out within reasonable cost. The
approach of ‘specification by observation’ is used so that many
cases can be proved automatically by using the computational
mechanism intrinsic to type theory.

The operation |l| is used to compute the length of a list, which
is defined as:
(
def
|a  l| =⇒ |l| + 1
(33)
def
|hi| =⇒ 0
The relation i ∈ l means i is contained in list l, which is
define as:
(
def
i ∈ (i  l) =⇒ i = i ∨ (i ∈ l)
(34)
def
i ∈ hi =⇒ False
The operation l[n] is used to select the n-th elements of l.
It is defined as:

def

a  l[0] =⇒ a


def
(35)
a  l[n + 1] =⇒ l[n]



def
hi[n] =⇒ ⊥

A PPENDIX
A. Auxiliary Definitions
1) Exceptional Set: For A : Set, exceptional set M(A) is
defined as:
A : Set
bottom value
⊥ : M(A)
(28)
A : Set a : A
normal value
return(a) : M(A)
Intuitively, M(A) represents the type obtained from A by
adding a special element ⊥ to represent undefined value. A
normal element a of the original type A is represented as
return(a) in exceptional set M(A). However, the return is
usually omitted in the sequel, unless there is possibility of
confusion.
For el : M(A), f : A → M(B), the operation el < f is
used to compute a value in M(B), which is defined as:
(
def
return(a) < f =⇒ f (a)
(29)
def
⊥ < f =⇒ ⊥

Intuitively, hi is the empty list, and the operator  is used to
put a : A (an element of A) to the head of l : [[A]] (an element
of [[A]]).
The append operation l1 b l2 is defined as:
(
def
hib l2 =⇒ l2
(31)
def
(a  l1 )b l2 =⇒ a  (l1 b l2 )
The operation l u a is used to append element a to the end
of l:
def
l u a =⇒ lb(a  hi)
(32)

3) Finite Mapping: Given any two type A and B, A * B
is the type of finite mappings from A to B, which is defined
as:
def
A * B =⇒ A → M(B)
(36)

The empty mapping, which does not map anything, is written
as , and is defined as:
def

 =⇒ λ a : A. ⊥

(37)

Intuitively, for finite map χ : A * B, a : A, b : B, the
assertion χ(a) = b means: the mapping χ maps a to b.
The operation χ [b a ] is used to add a new map ‘a to b’ to χ,
overriding the original maps for a in χ, it is formally defined
as:
(
def
χ [b a ] (a) =⇒ b
if a = a
(38)
def
χ [b a ] (a) =⇒ χ(a) otherwise

4) Largest Continuous Number: Suppose nl is a list of
natural numbers, if n is the largest number in nl such that
all natural numbers less or equal to n are also in nl, then n
is called the ‘largest continuous number’ in nl. This concept
is used in our construction of the sliding window protocol.
To define largest continuous number constructively, we first
need to define the concept of continuous number, if n is in
nl and all the natural numbers less or equal to n are also in
nl, then n is a continuous number in nl. This conception is
captured by (|nl|)0...n , which is defined as:
(
def
(|nl|)0...0 =⇒ 0 ∈ nl
(39)
def
(|nl|)0...(n+1) =⇒ (n + 1) ∈ nl ∧ (|nl|)0...n
The operation (|nl|)[nl] is defined to compute the list of natural
numbers in nl which are continuous in nl:

def

(|nl|)[n  nl] =⇒ n  (|nl|)[nl]
if (|nl|)0...n


def
(40)
if ¬(|nl|)0...n
(|nl|)[n  nl] =⇒ (|nl|)[nl]



def
(|nl|)[hi] =⇒ hi

The operation maxn(nl) is defined to compute the largest
natural number in nl:

def

 maxn(n  nl) =⇒

maxn(nl) < λ n. if n < n then n else n


def

maxn(hi) =⇒ ⊥
(41)
With all these preliminary definitions, the largest continuous
natural number in nl can be computed with mcat(nl), which
is defined as:
def

mcat(nl) =⇒ maxn((|nl|)[nl])

(42)

B. Lemmas used in the proof of Lemma 8.1
The following lemma is about searching for frame
data(n, m) with sequence number n in a list of frames l.
It shows that: there could be only two cases: either such a
frame is found, or there is not such a frame in l at all.
Lemma 1.1:
∀ l : [[F rm]] , n .
(∃ hd :[[F rm]], m : M, tl : [[F rm]].
l = (hd u data(n, m) )b tl ∧
(∀f m. f m ∈ hd ⇒ f m 6= data(n, m) )) ∨
(∀f m. f m ∈ l ⇒ (∀ m . f m 6= data(n, m) ))
The list hd is the list of frames ahead of data(n, m) , which
contains no frames with sequence number n, tl is the list of
frames behind data(n, m) .
The following lemma shows that: if data(n, m) is in
queue(ct, tr), there is a valid execution tr 0 extending tr,
which delivers all frames ahead of data(n, m) . Additionally,
the extension does not change the values of msgs out and
msgs in.

Lemma 1.2:
VT(SW, tr) ⇒
queue(ct, tr) = (hd u data(n, m) )b tl) ⇒
(∀f m. f m ∈ hd ⇒ f m 6= data(n, m) ) ⇒
∃ tr0 , nl .
VT(SW, tr 0 b tr) ∧

queue(ct, tr 0 b tr) = data(n, m)  tl ∧

msg no rcvd(tr 0 b tr) = nl  msg no rcvd(tr) ∧
¬(n ∈ nl) ∧
msgs out(tr 0 b tr) = msgs out(tr) ∧
msgs in(tr 0 b tr) = msgs in(tr)
The following lemma shows: if there exists a maximum
acknowledged sequence number ackd at the Sender side, there
must be a largest continuous received sequence number rcvd
at the Receiver side. Additionally, we have ackd ≤ rcvd.
Lemma 1.3:
VT(SW, tr) ⇒ maxn(msg no acked(tr)) = ackd ⇒
∃ rcvd .
mcat(msg no rcvd(tr)) = rcvd ∧ ackd ≤ rcvd
The following lemmas shows: if there is a largest continuous
received sequence number rcvd at the Receiver side, the
number of messages delivered by Receiver is less than or equal
to rcvd + 1; Otherwise, the number of messages delivered by
Receiver is 0.
Lemma 1.4:
VT(SW, tr) ⇒
(mcat(msg no rcvd(tr)) = rcvd ⇒
|msgs out(tr)| ≤ rcvd + 1) ∧
(mcat(msg no rcvd(tr)) = ⊥ ⇒ |msgs out(tr)| = 0)
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